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Weather: It's going to be warm once more: get used to it

T esday, December 9, 1986
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Students protest
CIA recruiting
im ited to talk with the
students who have already
expressed an interest,'' she
said.
Anti-CIA protests seem to
Student
protestors,
be heating up again on. however, forced the CIA to
American campuses.
cancel a recruiters' planned
Last week, more than 100 visit to the University of
University of Colorado Massachusetts last week by
students chanted, waved blocking the door to the
signs and protested the university's career center.
presence of CIA recruiters on
University officials said he
campus.
will have to return to the
Over the last two months, school
to
interview
CIA recruiters have drawn prospective CIA agents.
protesters
at
Texas,
"We don't think brutal
Minnesota, Oregon State, murderers should be on
Massachusetts-Amherst, campus recruiting," said
Iowa and Rhode Island, protestor Barry Lefskin.
among other places.
However, a counter"It seems like everywhere protestor Brian Darling,
they go (the recruiters), they president of the school's
get protested,'' said Tom Republican Club, said "I
Swan, president of the U.S. don't see how people can
Student Association in · come out and protest an
Washington, D.C. "And it organization that's out for
seems to be increasing. It their best interests."
could be tied into (the case of
'Tm furious," said David
arms runners Eugene) Abrams, a student whd said
Hasenfus or Congress' he wanted to speak to the
approval of aid to the Contras recruiter. "These people don't
in Nicaragua."
know me. They don't know
Sharon Foster, a CIA why I'm interested in the
spokeswoman, said the CIA,
and yet
their
agency visits "several prohibiting the way I can
hundred" campuses a year, express myself. They're
and doesn't know how many deciding for me whom I can
times the visits have been apply to.''
protested.
.
The CIA has been "very
"I'm asked this over and successful" in its signups,
over. We don't keep track (of said Ravi Jain, a graduate
the number of protests). We student at the University of
have no listing of the Texas and a member of
demonstrations,'' she said.
Democracy in Academia.
Foster said it doesn't
''This is true because of the
matter
because
the kind of recruiting it's doing,"
demonstrations make no he said. ''The kind of people
difference in the number of they are recruiting have never
people who sign up.
SEE CIA PAGE 5
"We go where we are
by Rose Jackson

COLLEGE PRESS SERVICE
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Dreaming of a green Christmas

Donna Calloway /Central Florido Future

It's Christmas time at UCF, but no one told the plants. The Physical Plant is busy trimming back hedges and the campus looks as green and beautiful as ever.

Financial aid forms late, fund·s not
Staff Report
COLLEGE PRESS SERVICE

·

Students will get financial aid forms late
this year, but won't have to wait longer to get
their aid money, the College Board said last
week.
The Board, whose College Scholarship
Service processes many student aid
applications for the government, said it has
been slowed down because it had to change
application forms to comply with the new
Higher Education Act of 1986.
''We are concerned that students and their
parents may interpret the delay in delivery of
financial aid forms as a sign that there is no
assistance available," Board President
George Hanford said at a news conference
last week.
"To the contrary," he added, "there will be
an estimated $20 billion available in various
types of federal, state and institutional
financial aid for students enrolling in college
in the fall of 1987."
The College Scholarship Service, Hanford
e plained, couldn't print new application
forms until Congress passed and President
Reagan signed the new law.
President Reagan approved the changes most of which involve new ways to define if
students are "independent" of their parents
- in October.
"Independent" students, of course, can
qualify for more aid than students whose
parents pay part of their college. costs.

under the new act, students who turn
24-years-old by Jan. 1, 1988, will be
considered "independent" for the 1987-88
academic year. Undergrads under age 24 will
be considered independent if they are not
claimed as dependents by their parents in
1985 and 1986, and if they made more than
$4,000 in salaries and benefits each of those
two years.
.
Hanford now thinks schools should have
the forms by late December or early January
instead of mid-November, as in p'ast years.
The College Scholarship Service, however,
suggests students complete ...their
applications as soon as possible after Jan 1.
"The hold-up shouldn't further delay the
financial aid process unless a school's
deadline for application is close to Jan. 1,"
said College Board spokeswoman Anne
Grosso. ''If ~chools get the for.qis four weeks
before their deadlines, it should be okay."
Earlier this year, another federal snafu did
make thousands of students across the
country late in getting aid checks.
Complex new verification requirements for
aid applicants buried many college aid
officers under piles of paperwork, delaying
the processing of thousands of loans.
In 1983, application forms for the fall
school term arrived two months late when
Department of Education officials disagreed
on the question and format of the form.
But Grosso doubts the current problem
will stall aid checks if students fill out the

FUTURE LATE
Due to an ongoing computer problem, The
Central Florida Future was a few hours late last
Thursday. In fact, without the help of the journalism department, we probably wouldn't have
printed at all. To them, "thanks," and to the
rest of you, "sorry."

SEE AID PAGE 5

Slightly Off Campus _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
To register their dlscust with
mandatory drug testing, Cal-Santa
Barbara tudents last week held a
protest ''Urine."
The tudent government provided
p cimen bot les for students to use
and then ent the samples to the
Whit Hou .

offer softer Charmin as an effective
way to lure women into their rooms.

field, and performed four-letter words
as part of their scripts.

Stanford banned Its marching
band from taking the field in two
games in November, retaliating
against what Athletic Director Andy
Geiger called "insulting and lewd"
behavior at a recent Southern Cal and
Univ. of Washington game
performance.
Specifically, band members had
dropped their pants, urinated on the

Celebrants popped champagne
corks, danced and made speeches to
mark the installation of two
'' Hinsdales,' massive urinals
patended in 1910, in a new Univ. of
Nebraska building.
The urinals, said to be the last
working pair of their kind west of the
Mississippi River, had been slated for
destruction during the renovation of

---J

another NU building.
Oberlin College in Ohio last
week discovered that one of the men
who had loyally cleaned its
bathrooms for the last 29 years,
custodian John Mason, had escaped
from an Alabama prison in 1956.
Oberlin President Frederick Starr
saj_d he'll ask the governors of Ohio
and Alabama to consider Mason's
three decades of good citizenship, and
not seek to return him to finish his
robbery sentence.
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UNIVERSITY

.CHRISTMl/S SHOPPING
~NCl/MPUSl

BOOK
STORE

LIBRARY
PHI LU PS
HALL

Merry Christmas
From All Of Us
At
Your College Store!

Music

ALL

10% OFF

CASSETTES and

EXCELLENT
GIFT
IDEA .

RECORDS.
MAJOR LABELS
TOP ARTISTS
Pop, Rock, Folk,
Jazz 3:nd Classics ·

I·-------------------------------~
·. COUPON .
I
I
.
'
I
I
All 1987 Calendars I
II ~(;~ 25°/o OFF $?(~~
0,co~ II
I~
Coupon expires: 12-19-86
~~i I
UNMR$riY

-------------------------------COUPON
All Clothing I tellls
25°/o OFF
~~

~

T·Shirts, Sweats, Shorts
8r Backpacks
Coupon expires: 12-19-86

.-------------------------------~-----------------~-------------,

COUPON

Plush Animals
25°/o OFF

•

THROUGH 12-19-86

..-------------------------------~

COUPON

All Gift I terns
. 25°/o OFF

•

'-------------------------------~

•

COOKBOOKS .

SALE••.
/

•

Coupon expires:

12~ 19-86

-------------------------------~-------------------------------~

!
Sorority & Fraternity !
Items ·
I
iij 200/o OFF
flt~~ I

•

COUPON

.

Coupon expires: 12-19-86

•

·~! I

L------------------~------------J·

r-------------------------------SPE CIAL • SPECIAL
•
SPECIAL
COUPON
40°1o OFF

•

Good for One Item Per Customer
NO F ASCIMILE ACCEPTED
Not Good On Consignment Items,
Flowers, or Textbooks

•
All Sale Prices Good
December 1st-19th
•

-·

L ck of funds
closing col eges
by usan Skorupa
COLLEGE PRESS SERVICE

•

As money problems mount
at a number of campuses,
officials at some affected
schools in recent weeks have
proposed the most radical
solution of all: mergers or
outright closures.
Schools
in
Texas,
Louisiana,
Montana,
Colorado, North Dakota,
Alaska, Nebraska and
Washington, D.C. are among
those threatened.
A 1982 study predicted a
dwindling number of 18-yearolds and resulting money
trouble would force as many
as 200 colleges - most of
them private schools - to
shut their doors by 1990.
But, this fall's budget
problems in many farm and
energy states are leading
some state legislatures to
propose closing or merging

''marginal'' campuses.
Not all of the the troubled
schools, however, are
accepting proposals without a
fight.
A recent plan by the Dallas
Citizens Council to merge
four traditionally black
private schools to create one
"fiscally responsible college"
with a wide community
support, for example, was
rejected by the colleges.
"We're going to tough it
out. The idea of a merger just
went over like a lead balloon
with all four colleges
involved,'' said Love
Johnson, spokesman for
Bishop College, one of the
institutions slated for merger.
"It's outside groups that
are saying merge,'' Johnson
added. ''It would bring
together a great deal of debt,
but each college is unique and
all are survivng well. We're

Donna Calloway/Central Florido Future

Future Computer programmer:

Cathy Huggins is a Freshman in Computer Science and a Lambda Chi Little Sister. Cathy
wishes finals were spread out more at UCF. "I have three in one day, two of which are
comprehensive." During the break she plans to return home to Datoyna Beach. What is
home? "Home is a feeling, not a place," Cathy said.

SEE MERGE, PAGE 7

. Radiant barriers help keep southern homes cooler

•

Some of the best ideas for saving energy are
really old ones.
From hardware stores to flea markets, merchants
are .promoting radiant barriers ,- high-tech
sounding products based on a -b uilding technique at
least 50 years old. That's how long builders have
been using foil liners to protect Southern homes
from the sun's heat. Improvements in the products ·
and building strategies have led researchers at the
Florida Soalr Energy Center to test the concept to
see how well radiant barriers keep houses cool and
comfortable in the summer months.
Florida's newly revised energy efficiency code
now grants credit for radiant barriers in new homes
in the state, so you'll certainly hear a great deal
more about the concept. The reason stores now.sell
the products and so many builders install them is
simple: radiant barriers will save you money on
your air-conditioning bills.
·
While you'll also save a little on your heating
bills, the greatest savings come in the summertime.
So why talk about them now? Well, if you're
thinking about installing a radiant heat barrier in
your attic to keep your house cool next summer,
now is the time of year to go up in your attic and
put the barrier in place. When it starts heating up
again in a few months, it'll be too late to work
comfortably in the attic.

Over ceiling
insulation

Typical attic section with three possible
locations for a radiant barrier.

A roof radiant barrier system is a basically a
layer of foil - not too much different from the
aluminum foil used in your kitchen to wrap food installed facing an air space in your attic. These
systems are very effective in stopping radiant heat
transfer and subsequent heat gain in Florida
homes. They're also usually cheaper than adding
the necessary additonal insulation to achieve the
same results.
Aluminum foil is very effective in stopping
radiant energy. The aluminum surface neither

accepts or emits the infared radiation. Because
your roof is the surface most exposed to the sun, it
absorbs a lot of solar radiation and becomes quite
hot. Some of this energy is transmitted to the attic
floor (usually insulation) by infared radiation. Aradiant barrier in your attic will virtually eliminate
this radiation.
"If you place a layer of foil in the airspace between the hot roof deck and the cooler attic floor,"
said Phillip Fairey, "you can eliminate almost all
the radiant heat transfer across the attic."
Fairey is principal research scientist at the
Florida Solar Energy Center and a nationally
recognized expert on radiant brriers. He has
studied their use in Florida for the past 5 years.
"Our studies show that a total heat gain through
ceilings in air conditioned houses can be reduced by
more than 40 percent in this way,'' he added.
A number of manufacturers .now make foil
especialy for use as radiant barriers. While builders
find it easy to install these systems in new homes,
there is also a tremendous market for homeowners
who want to install them in existing homes.
The actual installation is fairly simple - the
toughest part is spending the couple of hours it will
take in your attic with the exposed insulation, low
beams, limted crawlspace and other attic hazards.
But as long as you have enough space to move
around and you're careful, you can do the job
yourself.
You can buy the foil in rolls at costs ranging from
10 to 25 cents per square foot.

· l~W~
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•LESS PARKING

Starting Jan. 2 all faculty
parking will be reserved for
vehicles displaying B decals
from 7 a.m. until 8 p.m.
Monday through Friday.
These areas will continue
to b open parking to all
d cals on weekends and all
tat nd federal holidays.
•FLORIDA TRAIL

i n.

The next meeting is Dec.
14 at 3:30 p.m. For more info
ca 11 Marian Dodd at
894-0626 or 321-4576.
•GOOD HEALTH

Diabetes, blood pressure
and colorectal-cancer screenings, prostate check-ups and
breast examinations are
among many tests to be offered free to the public during the Arden Hill Medical
Center health fair on Silver
tar Road in Pine Hills on
Dec 13.
The fair is from ~:30 p.m.
to 6 p.m. and will feature a
ollection of antique
m dicine bottle and a
human kelton wi h e ery
b n lab l d.

•BIATHALON

•TOLL HIKE

Rec Services and the Student Wellness Advocate
Team are sponsoring the
first ever UCF Biathalon to
benefit the American Cancer
Society.
The Biathalon begins at
10 a.m., Dec. 14 at Lake
Claire. It consists of a 2-mile
run, 8-mile bicycle race and
another 2-mile run.
There will be six age
categories and turkeys will
be presented to the top male
and female finishers. All participants will receive
T- hirts.
before
The entrv fee is
Dec. 7 and S 13 aften: ards.
More info is available from
Helen Pratt at 2 1-5 41.

The Orlando-Orange
County
Expressway
Authority has announced
that the East-West Expressway toll will be raised
to 50 cents at toll plazas and
25 cents at ramps effective
Jan. 1.
The increase will raise
$ 416 million for new
building projects and $239
million is budgeted for improvements and extensions
of the present 14-mile Expressway.
•SEATBELT CHALLENGE
634 Florida corporations
are being asked to participate in a statewide safet.
'hplt competition sponsored

by the Florida Coalition for
Auto Safety Now.
Informal polls will be
taken and corporations with
90 percent employee
seatbelt use will be declared
the winners.
Editor's Note:
The Central Florida Future
publishes annoum;ements
concerning upcoming events
in News Clips. Announcements must be recieved at least two days prior to
publication date. They may
be dropped off or mailed to
The Central Florida Future
c/o News Editor P. 0. Box
25000 Orlando, Florida

32-816..
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Your Campus Alcohol and Drug Awareness Center Says Please Have A

GREAT, SAFE HOLIDAY BREAK

run 2, bike 8, run 2

For details, contact
a member of
B.A.C.C.H.U.S. or
S.W.A.T., or stop
by the
Health
Resource
Center

Dec. 14, 10 A.M.
T-Shirts, gift certificates •.
and BIG DRAWINGS!!!
i

(281-5841)

SIGN UP

NOW! ~

AT THE HEALTH RESOURCE CENTER, X 5841

United Parcel ·service
Part-Ti.m e -Positions Available·
United Parcel Servi_ce will be
accepting applications for
part-time loaders and unloaders. ·
exc~llent pay · $8.00 an hour.

I

~

u s

I
•

•

Please sign up for an interview
appointment in the Career Resource
Center. ADM Suite 124. UPS is an
equal opportunity employer.
Work shifts begin · a t 4:30 a.m., 5:30 p.m.
or 11 :00 p.m., Monday through Friday
.workweek. 3 to 5 hours per day.

•

The Central Florida Fu

CIA

W N TICKETS TO THE ORLANDO PREMIERE
NE I L

ME

S I M 0 N'S

MOIR

S

A RASTAR Production HEJL SIMON'S "BRJGHTON BEACH MEMOIRS"
bt1ns

FROM PAGE 1
talked to a liberal in their
entire lives. These are the
kind of people we have
trouble reaching. '
"People who see the CIA as
protecting the American way
of life,'' he said. ' We have to
go further to change that
mindset.''

. December 9. 1986, 5

At the University of Texas
at Austin, about 40 students
protes ed
the
CIA
recruitment efforts last week.
The
demonstration
followed a speech by former
CIA agent John Stockwell, in
which he accused the CIA of
manipulating the press,
overthrowing democracies,
inst.ailing military dictators
and preparing for a U.S.
invasion of Nicaragua.

BLYTHE DANNER BOB DISHY JUDrTH IVEY

~JONATHAN Sll.VERMM]~HEI. SIMON._,.;"

..:: CAROL LITTLETON ~MICHAEL SMALL ,..:::-..,: JOHN BA1.EY

=DAVID OiASMAH ·;::JOSEPH M. CARACCJOLO

.... ~RAYSTARK ~GENE SAKS A~~

still have four-to-six weeb to
return them by the March 1

AID
FROM PAGE 1

~ !Jiitw-FiNIU,-m~ ~=:J

Answer these Neil Simon trivia questions and you'll
be eligible to win a pair of tickets to the
December 18th premiere of BRIGHTON BEACH
ME~OIRS:
1. Jock Lemmon & Walter Matthau starred in Simon's 1968
farce about two divorced men, fussy Felix and sloppy
Oscar, sharing a New York City apartment.
Name the film _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
2. The trails and tribulations of a newlywed couple living in
a fifth floor walk-up Greenwich Village flat provided the
hilarity In Neil Simon's BAREFOOT IN THE PARK. Name the actors who portrayed the newlyweds _ _ _ _ _ __
3. This 1963 comedy, the first Neil Simon play adapted for
the screen, starred Frank Sinatra as a free-wheeling
bachelor, Tony Bill as his innocent younger brother and
Molly Picon as their bewildered mother.
Nome the film _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

forms correctly.
''The process will not be
more complicated," Grosso
insists. "If the forms are
filled out fully the first time,
students should have no
problems. If there are
questions, students should
meet with their counselors
right away."

deadline,'' says Gary
Garoffolo, Oklahoma State's
assistant aid director.

"We don't even want
students to sign off on the
applications before Jan. l,"
he adds. ''But we do
anticipate a minor hardship
on our staff members because
the delay means less time to
attach information sheets to
Few campus aid officers the forms and prepare them
thought the printing delay for distribution."
would hurt at all.
The delay, however, could
''The students will get the pose problems for students at
applications when they get schools with shorter aid
back from break and thev'll application periods.

Tickets are limited and will be awarded on a first
come, first served basis between 10 a.m. and 12
noon on Wednesday Dec. 10th at The Central Florida
Fu ture editorial office.

'R£N·S OEN
Chinese Restaurant
"•
J!)

Cantonese, Szchuen,
Private Parties To Accommodate 35
We Serve Weight Watcher Special:
Seafood Delight, Vegetarian Delight
Lunch from $2.55 Dinner from $4.25
Take out available
11786 E. Colonial Dr.
Alafaya Village
Orlando, Fla.

HWV 50

~

i

~

~ UCf

•

all major credit cards

281-1864
reservations suggested

260·5715
INTRODUCTORY OFFER ONLY!

I-------------------------FREE ~ HOUR TREATMENT
I
I • By Appointment Only • A 530 Value I
I
WITH THIS COUPON, EXPIRES 2/1/87
I
L----~---------------------1
- J.~lc~

featuring

N

• Permanent Hair Removal now In Orlando!
• Speclallzlng exclusively In the
Insulated Bulbous Probe Method
• Proven Immediate Results with
Comfortable Treatments
• Featured In Leading Magazines and seen on
"Good Morning America"

L
OFFICE SUPPLIES
TOWER PLACE
10376 E. Colonial Dr.

.ii 277·7776

=

Over 3,000 Items
Stocked For Your Needsl

10% Discount Offered
to UCF Students with
Valid l.D.
HOURS
M·F l 1:00-10 pm
S&S 11:30-10 pm

If you need to send it or get it
CALL J & L
Western Union & UPS Available

-
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IT'S HERE!

r··
+

Discount Movie
Tickets
at the Kiosk

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

The 1986-87 UCF

Student/Falculty/Staff
~jj:l;iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiil

iii

.I

$3~00

I

~I
- +- - -.

DIRECTORY

........................................ i+
General Cinema ·
+

·:·

Iii
·.·

· *Altamonte Mall

ll,.,.,.,.;.;-:-:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:-:-:-:·:·:·:·:-:-:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:

Pick Up Your FREE Copy at the
Student Governlllent Kiosk
TODAY!

*Seminole Plaza

*Conway
*Northgate
*Orange Blossom

~~~

We'veGotYourNumberln
jj~
Student Government!
1:.:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·

FREE PHONES!
Student Government has made available FREE Student Phones
Take Advantage of the Courtesy Phones ·
for all of Your Local Calls
LOCATIONS
Theatre
Portables
Humanities & Fin~ Arts Bldg.••••••••••••• 2nd Floor
Chemistry Building
Administration Bldg.••••••••••••••• lst & 2nd Floors
~~~~Educati_on Building
Q.

Student Services Building •••••••• Across from Bookstore
Computer Center II •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••Near Lab
Engineering Building•••••••••••••••••••••lst & 2nd Floors
Student Center •••••••••• •••• •• Across from Knight's Den
Howard Phillips Hall ••••••••••••••••••••• lst & 2nd Floors
Biology Building •••••••••••••••••••••••• 2nd Floor Lounge
Library• •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 2nd & 3rd Floors

Let Student Government
Drop a Quarter for You!

~=~:;:~

·Jf~

=~=~=\r~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~:}}~:}~=~=~=~=~=}~:r~{:~:}~=~=~=}~=~~=~=~=~=~=~=f~:}~=~=~=~iB

ring Break

ERGE
FROM PAGE 3

1987
-·~Jlc••,..,.•CA

•

•
.,

JIM'S TIRE SERVICE
18768 E. Hwy. 50 • Bithlo • 568-5102
6 Ml. East of Alafaya Tr. 1 Ml. West of Speedworld

USED TIRES example:
13"
$12 to 520
14"
$14 to 520
15"
S15 to $20

NEW TIRES example:
235/75815" $49.95
195/75814" $40.95
185/80013" $35.95

Fast, Courteo~s Service • Flat Repairs

Thi~ black woman could be
America's hope... she"s a Unit~
Negro College Fund graduate
who could dedicate her life to
finding a cure for cancec A cure
that could save thousands of
lives each year. And fill every
black perSE>n·s heart with pride.
So support black education.
Send your check to the United
Negro College Fund, BoxQ.500
East 62nd St. New York. N.Y. 10021.

ins ·tu ·on , board members

fear state budget cu s will

getting good support from force at least one state college
our constituency and we don t to shut down. But Williams
Arceneaux, state higher
anticipate going under.''
education commisioner,
I Bishop College may be one insisted no schools will be
of the lucky ones. Some closed.
schools see extinction or
severe reorganization as a
' There are a lot of
very real possibility.
alternatives actions we can
In Louisiana, whe-re take like raising tuition,
university regents said they limiting enrollment and
would rather close one sCliool cutting services," Arceneaux
than cut programs at all said.

_:es INCLUDE: Mounting, Balancing & Installation

THE UNIVERSITY OF
CENTRAL FLORIDA ·THEATRE

------presents------

ORCHESIS IV
..

a dance program
New ch9reography by UCF Faculty, Students
& distinguished Guest Artists

If YOU'RE PAYING MORE
THAN nllS FOR COPIES.
YOU'RE GETllNG BUFFAIOED.
At Kinko's, we offer the hiRhest quality copies
at a very low price. And our staff has a friend!~ helpful,
professional attitude)'OU won't find anywhere else.
1ty KinkoS. For great copies. And great deals.

kinko•s(t
127 W. Fairbanks

Dec. 11, 1986 at 4:30 p.m. & Dec. 12, 1986 at ·8:00 p.m.

(Across rrom Bailey's)

Admission: $6;00 (UCF Students Free with Student Government Voucher.)

MON.·FRI.: . 1AM.·9 P.M.
SATURDAY: 9 AM. · 6 P.M.
SUNDAY: 12 NOON· 9 P.M.

Plenty of off.street
lighted parking
628·5255

JUST A REMINDER

SKI TRIP
$I0o.oo DEP0s1T DuE-JAN~ ao ]
~FINAL PAYMENT DUE FEB.25~

"-:OT~L C~ST ~370
QUESTIONS?
Victor M. Collazo
x2612 SC 202

Opinioo~~~~~~~
Campus coverage:
it's not just fluff
... it's our job
This editorial is in answer to a fetter published in
the "Letters" section of this issue titled "No na·
tional news."
The letter mentioned condemns The Central
Florida Future for its lack of national news
coverage- something that we do, in fact, have very
little of.
In response, we would like to use this space to
explain the reasons behind The Central Florida
Future's focus on college news.
First and foremost, this is a campus publication.
The implications of that statement should be ob·
vious.
However, being a campus paper certainly
doesn't limit us to college news, so why don't we
expand our coverage?
The way we see it, if you put all of your effort into one thing, you should be able to do a pretty good
job at it. But as soon as you spread yourself out,
each area you are trying to work on gets less and
less attention.
When the current administration of The Central
Floriad Future first met to establish policy, we
decided that we could not, for many varied
reasons, match the local, state or national coverage
of The Orlando Sentinel.
The point is, when all of the students here have
access to the Sentinel, why should we duplicate
their efforts when we can't hope to even match
them, much less do a better job.
Can .we not better serve the students of this
university by picking up on important campus
events, many of which would never otherwise
receive coverage?
We think we can and our editorial policy will continue to reflect that belief.
Besides, if there is any valid argument about the
newspaper's content it would be that we run too
much national news.
The Central Florida Future subscribes to the College Press Service, a media service much like the
professional Associated Press or United Press International, except that CPS focuses on national
college news.
Because of our lack of news reporters (you too
can become one by calling 275-2865 and asking for
Chris or Don) we are forced to rely on CPS for a
great deal of our content. This issue is a fine exam~a
.
None of this is new news. College newspapers
have suffered from reporter shortages for as long
as they have existed. This is simply another
obstacle we must overcome. We are trying.
So keep all of this in mind next time you pick up
an issue. It is fairly easy to tell what you're going
to find in its pages. As far as we're concerned the
allocation of funds to the marching band is
news-and so are all of the other campus events
like it.
So, if you want national news, go to the library
and get it from the Sentinel. But if you're looking
for what's going on here at UCF and at colleges
around the nation, give us a look. That's what we'll
be covering.

"*fhe Central Florida Flltufe
P.O. Box 25000. Ollondo. FL 32816 (305)275-2601 or 275-2865
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Please Santa Claus, no more students
'Tis the month of December and another
wonderful semester winds to an eventless close
here in the utopian Camelot we call UCF.
Students are hard at work, studying for their
exams.
Professors are busy fending off pleas for extra
credit.
Squirrels are gathering scraps from SAGA in
preparation for the week-long Florida winter.
A scraggly looking cockroach sets off in search
of a believeable department store Santa. Ah, but
that's a different story.
And administrators are working on their
Christmas wish lists. Ever · wonder what your
favorite administrator is going to hope shows up
under his tree? Gosh, I know I do.
You're probably different.
But because I have to get out of here quick so I
can study, I offer the following.
Here's an example of what some UCF
administrators might write to Santa:
Dear jolly fellow,
I would like you to know that I have been a very
good boy this year. I have worked hard at my job,
making ucir a wonderful world of perfection a la
academia. I also think I deserve extra
consideration for doing such a fine job of kissing
up to my boss. He thinks I really respect his work.
Anyway, I don't have much to ask for this vear.
·
After all, this place is perfect.
But I could be a better boy and do my job with
.

even more stunning expertise if you could
eliminate those - what are they called again? Oh
yeah, students.
They are real pests, those students. Always
coming into my office and complaining about lines
and schedules and holds and cancelled classes and
crummy professors and fees and what not. I mean,
it's not my job to care about their problems. I just
make sure the paper flows real smoothly.
What are these students even doing in Camelot
to begin with?
Things would run a lot smoother around here if
these damn students would just go away. Know
what I mean, Santa?
Who cares if some student gets kicked out of
school because the computer thinks her mother is a.
baboon. It's not my problem.
So I hope you will bring me what I ask for this
year.
With utmost respect,
John Q. Administrator

-

•

Letters
newspaper that does print news.

• No national news
Editor:
After reading an editorial on
"what friends are for" in the
Central Florida Future earlier this
year, I was tempted to comment
about your newspaper. After
seeing your headlines in the Dec.
2 edition, it was impossible not to
respond. Our nation is in the
midst of a scandal potentially as
large as Watergate, the United
States just violated the Salt II
understanding and the headlines
of your ''newspaper ' read:
Marching Band to Benefit from
Athletic Increase.
I find your choice of headlines
and of items considered
newsworthy to be appalling. The
Central Florida Future is at best
boring, and it is an insult to the
intelligence of university
students who are interested in
national and world affairs.
It is disturbing that UCF
studen s have not demanded a

It is a mystery as to whether the

students have no awareness of
national and international issues
or that they simpy do not care
about the issues or the quality of
the newspaper at their university.
Whatever the case, it is
disturbing. What does this say
about the values of the young
people being educated at UCF ., I
suppose that if Reagan
eventually invades Nicaragua,
the UCF community can tell
Daniel Ortega that that is what
friends are for.
Maggie Cortez

• Unhealthy holds
Editor:
In the wake of registration, I
(and I'm sure I'm not alone in my
feelings) have been compelled to
write a letter to the editor stating
my dissatisfaction.
Last night Tuesday December
3 1986, I attempted to register

for already quickly closing
classes, only to be informed that
there was an administrative hold
on my registration. I was not
aware of it before, because I did
not receive any information in the
mail (my roomate did). I went to
the registrar's office, only to
discover that it was a health hold.
I proceeded to the Student
Health Center and was promptly
told that I had to wait another ten
minutes before any member of the
staff would be allowed to check
my file to see what I was lacking.
After waiting the prescribed time,
the lady presented my health file
to me. There in my file it clearly
stated that I
had my
measels/German measeals shot in
1967. Although this information
was satisfactory a year and a half
ago when I was admitted into this
university, suddenly it was no
longer valid.
They gave me the option to
either present a document
SEE LEnERS, PAGE 11
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The Puzzle

by Michael Fry

© 198-4 United Feature Syndicate
ACROSS
1 Vipers
5 Torrid
8 French cleric
12 Young horse
13 Anger
14 Unit of Italian
currency
15 Handles
17 Unit of currency
19 Look fixedly
20 Darts off
21 Pierce
23 Memorandum
24 Be In debt
26 Pattern
28 Haul
31 Hebrew letter
32 Falsehood
33 Concerning
34 Pekoe, e.g.
36 Sows
38 Conducted
39 Permits
41 New England
university
43 Cubic meter

45 Smallest
number
48 Ricochets
50 Mendicant
51 Academic
subjects
52 Time gone by
54 Subtle
emanation
55 Flower
56Shy
57 Jump

DOWN

1 Performs
2 Classify
3 Gratify
4 B~gln
5 Towel
inscription
6 Either's partner
7 Spread for
drying
8 Apportion
9 Berth
10 Unruly child
11 Organs of
hearing

16 Athletic group
18 Ancient Greek
coin
22 Tree trunks
23
24
25
27
29
30
35

In want
Choose
Tiny
Expire
Native metal
Marry
Puts on one's
guard
36 Stalk
37 Transaction
38 Organized
group
40 Worn away
42 Lawful
43 Mark left by
wound
44 Plant of arum
family
46 Girl's name
47 Snare
49 Algonquian
Indian
50 Lad
53 Proceed

by Michael Fry

.CHEEVERWOOO

Solution for· today's puzzle on page 13.
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Sell your textbooks back to the Bookstore
during Buy-Back:

YrDec. 10, 11, 12
Dec. 15 '&? 16
~Dec.

17, 18, 19

pm~

8:30 am-5:00
8:30 am-8:00 pm
8:30 am-5:00 pm

~
Extra! Extra! Extra!

*Seasons Greeting,
The Bookstore Staff

Come to the Bookstore during Buy-Back and
receive a 5% discount on your spring term
textbook. Oiier ends December 19, 1986
at 5:00 pm.

Pl leta Phi
Counting down, this Is the lost week of
school. Hope everybo<t-/ Is reodY to take
their finals. Thank! John M. SAE for moullng
OUI' plants last weekl Pl Phi sisters love their
awesome Pledgesl
Pl Kappa Alpha
Lets Make a Deal, Frldoy Dec 12. Compus
wide bOsh. Oller S3000 In door prizes. tn11udtng o trip for two to the Bohomos, a CD
player, ttckets to the Gator Bowl and much
much more.
Alpha Tau Omega
Kpppa Detlat Welcome

MATURE, NON-SMOKER. POST-8AC MAl£ STUDENT needs roommote(s) with on apart.
men! !Of spring semester and beyond. I an
looklng for private bedroom and bOlh,
close proxmty to UCF. con move In
on/before Jan 1, 87. Col Tim M-F otter 6pm
ot 695-0149 for more Info.
2 female roommates needed to share 1
bdrm unfurnished. Apartment lumlshed
Sl40 month. Coll Jane at 658-2498
831-2252

°'

Save me from flnanclol ruin! Can't afford
twO-bedroom by myself! If you're female
and need a place, (S175/month), please
coll Cindy, 275-0394

APT. fulrY furnished S142 658-4072 Combridge Clrcle only need sheets!
to

the

~lghborhood.

URGENT, Female roommate wanted to
shore a 3 bedroom house off of University.
From December to May. Coll, leave nqme &
number 671-7293.
Close to UCF, 3 bdrm 2 both house, fenced
yard split utilities, call Terry HM 277 -2527 WK
244-8393

College Democrats
Membership open to all students. Meetings
ore held every Wed. In Student Center room
214 ot 6pm. NeeC:lmom Into, please leave
message on recorder by colling 275-4394.

2 roommates needed to shore 2br/lbo
home off Goldenrod. Con hove own room
Sl75/mo and J.S utll. Avail Jan 1 call Mike at
277-7740

The Fellowship of Christion Athletes Invites
you to join us on Thurs at 6:45 pm In the new
Athtetlc Facltlty. Coll 275-7829 or 275-4174
tor more Info.
Student Personnel Association
SPA will hold their lost meeting of the
semester on Dec 10 ot 4pm In the
President's Bdrm. The Notional chortman of
ASPA will be the guest speaker. Everyone Is
welcome.
UCF Economics Club
Membership open to anyone with on Interest In economics. Next meeting Wed.
Dec. 10, 7:30 p.m., University Pizza Hut. All
majors welcome! Plus, any students
needing o3slstonce In economics prlnclples claSses, we offer o free tutoring service to members. For any Info. or details on
club and/or tutoring coll x2465 ECON.DEPT.
and ask for grad. assist. Rob Alexander or
Rick Murgo.

Mole-rmmote wonted 2br/2both l mile from
UCF. Con have own room. Can move In Dec
- 1or.Jan1. Sl80 /mo & J.S utll. Coll 275-7876.

Mole roommate wonted: Moster bdrm with
own both. Need only bdrm furn. Located In
new apt complex 10 min from campus 250
mo. Covers all. no deposit no lease coll
nowl 695-8815
Female roommate needed Immediately
Chancellors Row Furnished bedroom livlngroom, kitchen, laundry, pool and tennis l
mlle or UCF utlllltes Included must see S250
mth coll 281-8500 leave message with Tim.

GOLDENROD, East ot on a 1~ acre parcel of
land 2 bdrm 2 bOlh dbl wide carpeted·
porch patio clean country envnt sit east of
Chapmon rd on Hwy 426 5400 mo no pe s
671-4237
WINTER PARK-Efficiency room II) super luxury
home Non-smoker-professional Northeast
Winter Pork area. 644-6191
Walk to School!!
Lorge 2 bedrm 2 bath townhome spacious
lloorplon, full appliances coble, ceiling. fan
and blinds small pets okl 1 unit January 1
unit lmmedlately 281-1468
Call Today!! Don't Delay!!

Condo for sale by owner at a
low price.
2/1 central air on large lalce wtth pools. tennis, and club house. For Info please coll
645-1883

79 Honda Prelude
rebuilt engine
new paint perlecl Interior 52800.00
tel: 679-9337

For sale 19' color TV with antennas S75 coll
Kathy 277-7737

Boss cruiser:
price: s120.

new, coll Bobby ot 277-0535

Adorn 80k dual tape lamlly computer. Ex1ernol disk drive, dw printer, oil manuals plus
extensive software S500. Color Iv/monitor
available. Call 678-2293

Jostens hos produced more of the NFL
Super Bowl rings than any other company.
Champions choose Jostens! There Is o difference - look for Ill
JOSTENS

Quality tronsportotlon - low price! Vlsta Mlxte 12-speed touring bike alloy wheels,
genera'lor. Will sacrifice Sl50 677-6920 or \
646-6207
67 Chevy Novo SS looks and runs great
52300. A car lovers dream and 69 Ford
Fairland low mlg 5500 obo Phone 886-6381
ofl6pm
·
1979 Toyota Calleo GT.
5 speed, air, am/fm good condition runs
great! 281-0839 evenings

282-5485

Fomllles/studenls welcome, one left for rent
2 bdrm 2 lull both of Sussex Place, Special
Call 275-0085

Malibu Classic '76-only 53000 miles o/c.
auto, hitch excellent relloblllty and shape.
Coll Pele ot 658-6077.

Avoll. Jan. 2bd/1blh across from UCF. Water
& Garbage lrunished. Wosher & dryer
275-3439

GOVERNMENT HOMES from $1 (U repair).
Dellquent tax property. Repossesions. Call
1-805-687-6000 ext GH-4628 for current
repo list.

Last Chance
One Month Rent Free
Offer ends December 31. 1986
No Appllcatlon fee
2 and 3 bedroom 2 full bOfhs washer/dryer
hook-ups
Pool-.Jacuzzl
UCF /Martin area
Student and Fomlly sections
281-6393 SUssex Place

Schwinn 10 speed great shape S75; Gulld
Acous. guitar w. case 5320 c;:all Ron
282-9048

Poolside, lbdrm/lbalh bottom floor,
desirable locotlon, furnished, X mile from
UCF, 2 Lorge Pools, 2 tennis courts, begin 3
month lease Jan. 1. 1987. Only 5330 month.
Coll Dove 658-6156 or 658-4481

Diamonds. emeralds, jewelery, etc. at o
whole sole price, coll ofter 6:00 p.m.
682-4088.

ABORTION SER ICES. birth control lnlormotton. pregnancy t ts ond couns hng VD
screening low cost, c nlidentlol s
and general anesthesia 898-0921
Central Florido omen's
Health Orgoraat on
Tutor: Spanish. severol year
lev
phoOe 682-4088

verv

Car repair
at your home
Sam 679-9337

vw rabbit 78 automatic r cond new tires
good condition call 277-7150
FAST TYPING SERVICE
Quick Professional Services. All work
prepared on commercial word processors
tor error tree neatness. we use IBM Equip.
ment Letter quality printer not dot-matrix.
Free rough drafts and revisions. Some day,
weekend and overnight service ovolloble.
over 13,000 satisfied students. Call
671-3007.

Rahbol Jewtery diamond emeralds womens
rings best gift for Christmas ot a whole price
prices you will not believe coll 277-7150

Olds cutlass 1981. Cleon ls'4-door, ps, pb,
a/c. 85000 miles, In excellent condition.
Asking S3695. Call 657-6424

Furniture . tables, charls, bar stools, couch,
etc... Also, small appliances and other Items
of Interest Including lamps, clocks, radios,
etc.. Coll Don Gray at 282-6355.

Rmmt for 3 bdrm 2bth home In Country
w/lake S225. Leave message 957-3090
Female rm. shore executive home furnished
bedrm. Laundry kitchen, TV family room
5230 mth llne.s Included & privacy
679-7575

Car IOI' sale
79 Hondo Accord
good body p&lfect nterior 51500.00
lei: 679-9337

Sgl wide new carpet 2bdrm 2both 55850
call 671-4237

Tempest Video Arcade came; up.right
model. 5400. Call 851-8786.

Coral Reef 2bd 2b 395.00

2 roommates needed-can move In otter foll
semester. 3bedroom/2bath duplex three
miles from UCF. own bedroom at S167/mo.th
and J.S utll coll ofter 6. 658-0618

Hewlett Packard 41CV progromoble
colculolor with HP8214JA thermal printer
plotter. Both for only S295 coll day
331-5500 night 629-5505

Sick ol high prices and poor
ons or
UCF I-shirts? !hen~ out our hot new UCF
I-shirts and sweatshirts Prices s art ot just SS.
QuQtlty name brand stjrts th colort~
screen prints. Write tor free brochure or colt
Rick at (3051 269-2248 The Shirt Shock
1980 londontown Ln. TI
A 32796 Also
reasonable rates and µosslble dscounls tor
clubS and orgonlzottons.

Pontiac Lemans '74 S750 Jo 273-6436

RESUMES AND COVER LETTERS
Designed/revised/typed - 657-0079

MODELS & ACTORS- Cameo Agency; now
screening; exp. or lnexp.; MAGAZINE. TV,
Film, South Orlando 352-4250; Winier Pork
629-6627

PROFESSIONAL TYPING
•One mile from UCF campus •

Work around your classes al a retail distribution center located near UCF. We need
people on a daY to day basis. Hours are
7:30-4:00. Good pay & bonuses! Not on
agency/no fee. Coll Today

All types of student documents. Same day
service ovolloble. IBM letter quality word
processing.
Fast • Protesslonal • Accurate
WORDMASTERS 277-9600

TEAM SERVICES
898·2772

Excellent typing/word processing. Edlllng,
technlcol, languages. Near East-West/436.
273-7591.

GOVERNMENT JOeS 516,040 - 559,23~.
Now Hiring. Call 1-805-687-6000 Ext.
R-4628 for current federal list.

TYPING •• Don't sacrifice the personal
touch! 21 yrs experience Perfection my
specialty Thesis expert call SUsle 273-2300
days 647-4451 eves

AIRLINES NOW HIRING. Flight Attendants,
agents, mechanics, customer service.
Salarle.s to 5501<. Entry level positions. Call
1-805-687-6000 ext. A-4628

Quality Word processing. Check with
bookstore check-cashing window or call
647-0600. (Sl.75/page basic wordprocessing role). Prices good this fall only.

Students needed to clean homes. Hours to
flt schedule. Call 699-1636 •

Too busy to type? Call WunderWordsl Fast
quollty service
677-6920

Need on experienced driver (M/F) lo drive
a 11' truck from Orlando to Texas (4 days).
Excellent renumeration and return
guaranteed. Seriously Interested call
658-8109.

TYPING Fast, accurate, reasonable. Close to
Campus. Call Berny 282-4168

Child core needed for otter-school during
spring semester M-F or MWF, 2 Iii 5. Call
644-7786.

Hey trivia nuts!
Try these: Sports-music-TV-Fiim-misc. Send Sl
& SASE for each topic to: Pace, PO 1975,
Sanford, FL 32772-1975. Please specify
topic.

Jostens uses deep-dimension dies for
costing you ring. This gives you o ring with
greater detail and clarity of design. There Is
a difference - look for Ill
JOSTENS

At Jostens, pure gold Is allayed with other
metals to our exacting specifications to
achieve the Jostens "Sunshine Gold". There
Is o difference - look for ltl
JOSTENS

82 Yqmaho 750 Mlxlm new tires many extras must sell moving North $1200 obo consider Partial trade call 1-396-2655 otter 6pm

Scholorshlps/gronts for college ore
available millions go unclaimed yearly call
1-800-USA-1221 ext 0627

IBM PC 256k S1600 call 282-2861 dual disk
drive monochrome display printer, paper
and Lotus package

Airfare discount bulletin Listing schedules
routes and prices. 52 Issues. Call Jim
8-10
841-1786

1975 Chevy Monzo. 5-speed, runs well.
am/Im stereo/cassette. S300. 281-1592

Professional top 40 rock bond for hire - bars,
parties, & functions coll "The Touch" (305)
am 327-3285

For sale 78 Ford Fiesta 2 door hatchback4speed-0/c-0m-fm cassette front wheel
drive-good gos mlleoge.(30-33mpg) body
In decent condition-runs well asking
s8oo.oo can 3514144

Al Jostens we hove long recognized that
the sole never ends - service Is Ille long. The
Jostens class rings; there Is a difference look for Ill
JOSTENS
As the seconds go by on.d the calculus
crams, let the blessings of Murphy be
postponed for another two weeks.
Rah,
The best sister a guy could hove. Thanks for
everythlrig
Adam

Dfscount airfares ! For UCF students
Save up lo 5 'X. on the lowest priced airfares .
available
Call Jay now for details 277-0862

To those who ore not from the post:
Have a hoppy holiday and don't do onytlng
Intelligent. Words of adVlce: Take the things
that you reijlember and don't forget them.
Who else?
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LETIERS

FROM PAGE 8

•

This year
give the gift of life

SUSSEX PLACE
NEW e NEW e NEW
Now Leasing 2 & 3 Bedroom
2 Full Baths Villas
Washer/Dryer Hookups, Pool,
Jacuzzi, Tennis & much more
UCF & MARTIN AREA
Students & Families Welcome

CALL

i1"~

281-6393

Sponsored by
The Florida Coalition for
Auto Safety Now
/(:;;

: r~<. _
Jt

~.

r:.·

Exp. 114187
5433 Lake Howell Rd.

HOURS:

THE FILM
"HILARIOUS!"
-PEOPLE

DIVINE COMEDY FOR THE '80s!"
- TIME

"PURE AND JUBILANT!''
- THE NEW YORK TIMES

w

DISTRIBUTED 8\' WARNER BROS . ~

~~~~!..~~~:·~~~~:~~~~~

NOW PLAY ING AT A THEATRE NEAR YOU.
ITS A COOL M ULTI-PURPOSE MOVIE

L.P. OR CASSE'l'l'E AVAILABLE
AT PEACHES

't.

?· . ···: ~
·.:

showing Positive proof of my
having the shot or get it done
there. As you all know, that
would cost me ten bucks. Or, I
could go with my other option
and wait another week to register
while my folks hunt down my
health records from twenty years
ago. Meanwhile, the few classes
that are still open will be closed
by then. The clincher is that while
I was standing there, another
gentleman entered the building
and stated that he was in the
exact
same
dilemma!
· I want to know what kind of
monopoly the Student Health
Center is attempting to hold on
the student body? I was irate to
find out from a rude and illinformed pseudo-nurse that I
could not register for my classes
until she stuck a needle in me God
knows where. What kind of bogus
health care do we have, anyway? I
pay hard-earned money at the
beginning of the semester for this
service, and I WANT MY
MONEY'S WORTH!
Barry E. Altland
A Disgruntled Student

12,The Central

Florida Future. December 9. 1986
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WAYNE DENSCH, INC.
U.C.F. Rep. Nanci Rothberg, 281-1777
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PREVIEWS
FROM PAGE 13

•

(23-39) from the field. Besides
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - : shooting 76.9 percent (10-13)
,..
from the line, Robinson is also
averaging 7.6 rebounds an
outing.
The Lady Knights biggest
problem
is their shooting.
$9.0~
With the exception of
--1~
FULL SERVICE SALON
Robinson~ all of the ladies are

THE HAIR SHOP

1:4_ Precision Style Cut

..

ti..

10509 E. Colonial Dr.
(Winn-Dixie Center)
UNION PARK

under 50 percent. As a team,
UCF is a low 98-218 from the
field, a miserable 44.9
percent .
The UCF men's squad is
coming off a 91-68 drubbing
by Hugh Durham's Georgia
Bulldogs. The Knights will be
led by Faronte Roberson and
Chris Wallen. Roberson is
averaging 13.6 ppg, while
Wallen has 8.3 points each
outing.

WALK-INS WELCOME

Like

the Lad Knights,
main problem is
shooting. Only Pat Crocklin
(6-11) and John Friday (7-12)
are abo e the .500 plateau.
Team-wise, the Knights are a
pathe_tic 60-166, which is a
.361 clip.
Leading Norm Sloan's 3-1
Gators are 7-foot-2 center
Dwayne Schnintzius, and
guards Vernon Maxwell and
Andrew Moten.
• Chad Salinas
UCF's

282·1700

Daily 9·5 & Thurs. 'til 8

..

l•~UNT~
SPECIAL CHRISTMAS OFFER ·
14K GOLD Nugget Chain & Bracelet -

$19.95

Ladies 112 ct. T.W. Diamond Cluster Ring - $495.
Men's 1/4 ct. Diamond Fashion Ring

$295.00

114 ct. Diamond Pendants -

$245.00

114 ct. T.W. Diamond Earrings

$195.00

~

ALSO~

60%off ALL 14 K Gold Neckchain Tri-Gold inc.
35 % Off ALL Ladies and Men's Fashion Rings.
Major Brand Watches up to50%0FF.

OUR PRICES ARE UNBEATABLE.!~
1

.

Aloma Ave.

.,

~

j

8
-Unlvc-rsltyB__.._Jvd.

~;!!art

~

Located Comer of
University Blvd.

. '
.• · _ '

and Goldenrod Rd.

·

in K-mart Plaza

678-7379

SPECIAL DISCOUNTS FOR UCF STUDENTS

The

·'

Puzzle

Get hot

tips on

crime
prevention!

DEC/JAN;, -EB GRADS

HOW TO ENRICH YOUR EDUCATION
BY $1, 100 A MONTH.

•

If you're a math, engineering or physical
sciences maJorL..you could be earning
$1,100 a monm during your Junior and
senior years. That'S $25,000 by graduation
This excellent opportunity Is part of the
Navy Nudear Propulsion Officer candidate
Program. It's one of the most prestigious
ways of entering the nuclear field-and
rewarding too. You get a $4,000 bonus
upon entrance Into the program and
$2,000 more when you complete your
Naval studies.
You also receive a year of paid graduatelevel training that's the most comprehenstve In the world. And you'll acquire experttse With state-of-the-art nudear reactor
and propulsion plant technology.

As a Navy officer, you'll get responsibility
and recognition early on. Your high-level
experience and credentials wlll help make
you a leader In one of the world's fastest
growing Industries.
In addition to the professional advantages, nuclear-trained officers get an
unbeatable benefits package, travel opportunltlesh planned promotions and a solid
salary t at can reach as much as $44,000
after five years.
Find out more about the Navy Nudear
Propulsion Officer candidate Program, and
make your education start paying off today. can Navy Management Programs:
1-800-342-8123

NAVY OFFICERS GO RESPONSIBILITY FAST.

HIRING NOW
THE PATENT AND
TRADEMARK OFFICE

E.E./M.E./CH.E.
Judge the patentabihty of scientific and engineennq discoveries made by A & D engineers. inventors. and scle~t1sts
world wide as a
Patent Examiner in Washington. o.c.
The Patent and Trademark Office offers unique career
opportunities with • Challenge and responsibility • Career
growth • Outstanding career Federal Government service
benefits
For more information about a cerffr
•• a Patent Examiner contact:
Manager College Relat.ons

An Equa Opportunity Employer mlf • US C1t1zensh1p Required
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SOUTHERN.BALLET THEATRE
FLORIDA'S PREMIERE CLASSICAL BALLET COMPANY

PRESENTS...

0

t\\ NUTCRACKER

.

•••
Orlando's Centerstage

•••

\\s

The Orlando Sentinel

~~

eOO'Uj(U{el I
Palm Beach Entertainme.

Tickets Available
at Kiosk

$2.00 Students
$5.00 General Admission

December 10
SCA
~e
8:00 p.m.
PAC is funded through the Activities and Service Fees, as allocated by the Student Government of the University of
Central Florida.

'
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One of the tranger things coming out of
the area i a trade rumor. The rumor send
either Keith Lee or Mel Turpin packing, and
one rumor indicated i as to Lo Angele for
Byron S o . Thi is a strange one. ince
Scott wouldn't start in CleYeland ahead of
Harper, and Turpin is too ·aluable to the
Ca\ s as a backup to rookie center Brad
Daugherty. Lee is hardly valuable to anyone
wi h his average showing so far.
Other canidates for the Rookie of the Year
Award include Chuck Person of Indiana, who
was recently named the Rookie of the Month
for November, and Cleveland's John
Williams, who recently earned player of the
week honors. One person not up for the award
is Pearl" Washington, who's been less than
a gem on an extremely bad New Jersey team.
One reason for Houston's abysmal play has
been Ralph Sampson. He hasn't shot well
from the field, something he needs to do in
the abscence of Akeem Olajuwan, out with
knee injuries.

FROM PAGE 16

THINK YOU'VE RUN OUT
OF TIME? THINK AGAIN.

Atlanta, Bickerstaff, George Karl in Golden
State, and, once again, Milwaukee's Don
elson. who has had to overcome the loss of
star guard Sidney Moncrief to knee
problems ...
As stated earlier in this column, the demise
of the Bulls is beginning to show. Michael
Jordan still leads the league in scoring,
hitting for over 38 points a game. The rest of
the team, however, is faltering, and except
for Charles Oakley, is of non-star quality.
They've lost three in a row, and things aren't
looking much brighter in Chi-town...
However, things are looking brighter in
Cleveland, where the young kids, led by
Rookie of the Year candidate Ron Harper,
have blended together. They knocked off
Birdless Boston Saturday night, a big
victory for a yom\e cJ11 b

Student Loans are
Available throughout the year at the
•Navy Orlando Federal
Credit Union
'1

•

Ray Charles has a disability. Yet
his abilities have enriched 11 a!!.

You are eligible to
apply for a loan if
you or your parents
are active or retired
military or work for
one of our member
companies .

"35 million disabled
.Americans want the
same things you want
out of life!'

Stop by our East Branch
office location at the
University Center on
Alafaya Trail.

r-~--..

.. 11-.•

NCUA

We want to use our abilities to the
Because this is the Decade of
l"ullest. We want to participate. Tftat
Disabled Persons, the National Organimeans being able to get in and out of
zation on Disability urges us all to lend
places you want to go if you use a wheela hand right in our own community.
Let's put ourabilities together so all
chair; having signs in braille; getting
extra help to do the job you really want.
Americans gain.
To find out how you can get involved, caU this telephone number now:

@
EQUAL HDUSINO

LENDER

Navy Orlando Federal Credit Union

1-800-248-ABLE

3075 Alafaya Trail, Suite 100
University Center, Orlando, FL
(305) 658-9346

.

NATIONAL ORGANIZATION ON

DISABILITY

HEWLETT-PACKARD
CALCULATORS
International Calculator
Is Now Meeting
ANY Discounted Price!

Are you denying
yourself a better shot
at grad school?
You may, if you fail to take a
Stanley H. Kaplan prep course.
Kaplan has prepared over l million students for exams like the
LSAT. GMAT, GRE and MCAI
Call. It's not too late to do better
on your grad school
exam.

,

c

KAPLAN

STANLEY H. KAPLAN EDUCATIONAL CENTER LTD.

The worlds leading
organiz.ation.

test prep

Class starting

GRE Dec. 16

678-8400'
2238
Winterwoods Blvd.
Winter Pk., FL

Binge~ating?

The Business Consultant A Whole New Idea in Calculators

F//gl HEWLETT

could be
bulimia

~~PACKARD

l~~l\l\\'~~~.J

INTERNATIONAL &calculator
computer
2914 Corrinne Dr.
Orlando, FL 898-0081

Binge eating followed by guilt. Forced vomiting.
Frequent use of laxatives. Any of these
~toms could be a sign of bulimia - and a
warning to ~t help. The kind provided by our
Eating Disorders Program. So if )"OU or someone
you care for suffers with this prd>lem, call us and strike a healthy balance.

~ Florida Hospital
~Altamonte

897-1616
• v

Hypnosis helps athletes
Staff report
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

HYPNOSIS
Bad Move
The New York Knicks,
mired in yet another opening
season slump, have made a
bad move by firing coach
Hubie Brown. Brown, a fine
defensive strategist, was not
the problem that kept the
Knicks from winning (they
were 4-12 under Brown and
1-2 since assistant Bob Hill
took over).
Unfortunately, he was a
scapegoat for a team-wide
cancer that keeps a talented
club from putting numbers in
the win column.
The problems on the Knicks
are numerous. Pat Ewing has
serious knee problems, which
helped him shoot 4-15 from
the free throw line against
Cleveland one night. Forward
Bill Cartwright needs to be
stronger on the boards, and
the backcourt is basically
weak, although point guard
Rory Sparrow has put up
some impressive numbers in
the assist column (around
seven a game.) Rookie
forward Kenny Walker has
played well in the early going.
Still, the Knicks made a
panic move in firing Brown.
The Knicks need some
personnel help in the
backcourt and a stronger
bench before they'll get any
better. Once again, a panic
move has never helped
anyone, and in this case, don't
look for the Knicks to get any
better this season. The only
reason they're out of the
cellar in the Atlantic Division
is due to the . dismal play of
New Jersey.
On the Beat
Did you notice the
surprising play of the Seattle
Supersonics. These West
Coast wonders are in third
place in the Pacific Division
with a 10-7 record. They blew
out Houston the other day,
136-80.

Dale Ellis is problably
kissing Dallas Gereral
Manager Norm Sonju's shoes
for trading him to Seattle.
Since his arrival in the rainy
city and switching from
eserve forward to starting
guard, he's averaging over 20
points per game. Coupled
with forward Tom Chambers '
25.0 ppg average, the Sonics
have two legitimate scorers.
Coach Bernie BiCkerstaff
has done a fine job with a
collection of castoffs. In fact,
only four players returned
from last year s squad. This
team which many picked to
finish last may grab a playoff
spot before this season is
over...
Early candidate for Coach
of th Year award has to be
att Guokas in Philadelphia.
He· s overcome the numerous ·
injuries on his team to guide
the 76er to a 12-6 mark and a
tie for the division lead with
Boston. Other early-season
canidates include last ·ear·s
winner
1ike Fratello, in

SEE BEAT, PAGE 5

Daniel J. Olson is a Licensed . Ethical
Hypnotist.
According to Olson, this means he works
on a prescription basis. This is called medical
hypnosis.
Clients are referred by physicians and
dentists to work on things which require a
medical referral like pain control, weight
control and anesthesia in dentistry.
In 1958, hypnosis regained its original
place in medicine and psychology when it was
accepted by the American Medical
Association.
For many years it has been used as an
anesthetic in dentistry and childbirth and to
overcome phobias and trama, just to name a
few of the 600 uses for hypnosis.
Olson also delves into the field of sports
hypnosis . .Sports hypnosis is using hypnosis
to enhance one's ability in sports.
Olson says: "Sports hypnosis will help in
many ways. For example, one prnfessional
golfer has used it to overcome his habit of not
playing well in pressure situations and to
devel<;>p a wiiining attitude in those
situations.
"This is only one example. There are many
more; everything fr.om better concentration
to increased mental alertness to being able to
bounce back from a bad round.''
Olson is the director of the Hypnosis

INSTITUTE

Men'
and
Basketball·
at
tile
University of Florlda, Dec.
10

Institute of Winter Park and is associated
with the American Institute of Holistic
Health.
He has demonstrated hypnotic techniques
in many television appearances and is the
author of magazine and newspaper articles on
hypnosis and of an upcoming book, Hypnotic
Patterns of Excellence.
Even with his busy schedule, Olson finds
time for ongoing research into new areas of
application for hYPnosis, including coping
with jet lag.
Olson says his hypnosis program is made
up of fifteen sessions, broken down into three
series of five sessions each.
"Each series is independant of the others,"
he said. ''In the first series, you learn self- .
hypnosis, which will initiate change.
"You begin to-learn to control your mind
and body, to deal with stress and you learn to
access the subconcious mind. In the second
series, you get into deeper levels of the
subconcious to affect greater control. The
third series is a very advanced one which
involves new behavior generators."
For more information, call Olson at the
Hypnosis Institute at (305) 740-8822.

The Knights men
and
women's basketball teams
will take their 0-3 records
the · road Wednesday when
they travel to Gainesville's
O'Connell Center to take on
the respective teams from t.
University of Florida.
The Lady Knights are
coming off a 96-68 thump· g
a.t the hands of the
Mississippi Lady Rebels. The
ladies will be led by DeAnn
Craft and Fayetta Robins n.
Craft is averaging 19.3 point
per game, while shooting 42.9
percent (24-56) from the fi Id
and a sizzling 90.9 percent
(10-11) from the foul line.
Craft also has 17 assists for
UCF.
Robinson has a 18.6 ppg
average, and is shooting an
astounding 59.0 percent

SEE PREVIEWS, PAGE 13

UG Bulldogs bite
Knights, 91·68
by ScQtt Wallin
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

The University of Georgia men's
basketball team flexed their Division I
muscles as they downed a younger
University of Central Florida team,
winning 91-68 Saturday at Athens.
UCF hung close to the Bulldogs in the
first half, trailing only 43-34. But
Georgia was able to sprint by UCF in
the second half, outscoring the Knights
at a 70-51 clip with 7:44 remaining.
"I was upset not being-able t9 lead at
the half," UCF Coach Phil Carter said.
"We took ourselves out of this one."
The big difference in the game boiled
down to UCF making only 44 percent of
their field goals, while Georgia shot 65
percent from the floor.
"The first half was much more crucial
than the (scoring) spurts they got
going," Carter said. "They're a fast
team and I knew if they could get
running, we wouldn't be able to stay
up. ''
Georgia's guards, Dennis Williams
and Willie Anderson, employed an
effective running game, combining for
29 points and 11 assists. All five
Georgia starters finished in double
scoring figures.
UCF s largest scoring contribution
came from the bench, as forward Pat
Crocklin (16 points) and guard Chris
Wallen (13 points) led the Knights in
scoring.
UCF sustained a possible bigger loss
when guard Faronte Roberson injured a
hand when he fell in the second half.
Roberson had 12 points and four
rebounds.
UCF's forwards. John Friday and Ken
cGee, combined for only eight points.
Center Tony Marini connected on only
one of nine shots from the field
··" e can t win unless everybody
contributes ' Carter said. " e just
seem to be a slow developing team.

1

The Knights face a strong University of Florida basketball team Wednesday
evening. The game will be televised at 7:30 on Cablevision's channel 17.
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Georgia Coach Hugh Dlirliam said:
''We were concerned about this team
because they seemed to be a very good
team defensively. They had played well
on defense in what we had seen. They
were very much in the game against
Miami at halftime but they ran into
some offensive problems in the second

half. They did much of the same thing
tonight.''
UCF's record slips to 0-3, whll
Georgia jumps to 3-1.
The Knights face another tough
Division I challenge against
University of Florida Wednesday at
Gainesville. Game time is 7:30 p.m.
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